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Chief Financial Officer  

Global executive generating shareholder value with hands-on optimization of people, processes, and technology. Builds and aligns 

finance as high-integrity strategic partner to Boards and business lines. Change agent who empowers enterprises to leverage 

transformation, creating structure that fosters peak performance and clears path to long-term excellence. Trusted advisor who works 

tirelessly across geography and functions through financial acumen, results-driven leadership, and authentic integrity. 

• Developed nimble Finance group across Americas, integrating 3 organizations into cohesive whole. 

• Led sell-side due diligence for sale of $2B PE-backed real estate services firm to new PE investor.  

• Performed finance support for strategic $101M acquisition that created buyer interest in enterprise. 

• Spearheaded finance transformation, preparing for scrutiny of Cushman & Wakefield under publicly-traded entity ownership.  

FINANCE TRANSFORMATION  FINANCIAL PLANNING & ANALYSIS  TEAM LEADERSHIP  STRATEGIC PLANNING  TALENT ACQUISITION  CONTROLLERSHIP 

TURNAROUNDS  DUE DILIGENCE  GAAP ACCOUNTING  PROJECT MANAGEMENT  MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS  DIVESTITURES  INTERNAL CONTROLS  TAXES 

DEBT OFFERINGS  REFINANCING  FINANCIAL COVENANTS  PROCESS IMPROVEMENT  FORECASTING  SEC & BOARD REPORTING  CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

Executive Career History 

 

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD, New York, NY & Chicago, IL 2008 to 2017 
$6B global real estate services firm, one of the industry’s largest. Founded 1917, it has 43,000+ staff worldwide. Core service offerings include 

capital markets, investment & asset management, valuation & advisory. It conducts $191B in commercial real estate transactions annually. 

Chief Financial Officer, Americas  2015 to 2017 

Promoted after merger with PE-backed DTZ to synthesize integrated Finance group across 3 organizations—including recent DTZ 

brokerage acquisition. Accelerated integration with strong stakeholder relationships and legacy insight. Coordinated teams in St. Louis, 

Chicago, and New York while optimizing recruitment, retention, and talent development. Achieved finance transformation in 

personnel, systems, and outsourcing, inspiring multiple consultants to remark they’d “never seen a firm do this in such a short time.” 

Reported to Global CFO, accountable for Finance of $2.6B business in US, Canada, Mexico, and South America. Directed, cultivated, led 

130 in financial planning and analysis, controllership, acquisitions and divestiture, and client accounting for Asset Services and Global 

Occupier Services lines. Contributed to annual operating plans tailored to yield consistent YOY growth in tough global financial arena. 

• Realized $60M synergy savings, collaborating with regional and senior executives to define growth-focused operating plans. 

• Secured $7M annual Finance savings through organizational redesign and process outsourcing with Accenture partners. 

• Crystallized $35M revenue and $8M EBITDA gains by supporting key acquisitions to bolster Americas capabilities.  

• Clarified and accelerated GAAP and management reporting, deal management, HR, and commissions by supporting Workday 

ERP, Hyperion Planning, Salesforce, and Callidus integrations.  

 

Chief Accounting Officer, Global Corporate Controller, & Global Head of Financial Planning & Analysis 2014 to 2015 

Promoted as CEO search ended, leveraging improvements in platform and human capital to capture emerging opportunities. Selected 

by CFO to enable Cushman & Wakefield sale, positioning parent PE firm Exor to capitalize on advantageous market. Managed sell-side 

due diligence, identified buyers—private equity, investment banks, sovereign wealth funds—and part of small team to author teaser, 

memorandum, and management presentation materials. As sale unfolded, continued controllership, management reporting and 

analysis, forecasting, and annual planning for $2B legacy enterprise before earning place as one of the senior leaders to join new firm. 

• Facilitated high-multiple sale on tight timeline for sale to DTZ, and was the top Legacy C&W Finance executive driving post-

close integration. 

• Backed Treasury’s refinancing of $350M line of credit, $150M term loan, and financial covenant analysis and compliance.  

• Illuminated business drivers and value creation levers by deepening and extending management reporting on financials.  

• Built 2015 operating plan and 2016-2017 strategic plan for legacy Cushman & Wakefield, crucial elements of final sale. 

Researched and refined plans extensively with input from Board, global functional leaders, and geography/service line leaders.  
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Chief Accounting Officer & Global Corporate Controller 2008 to 2014 

Hired by Global CFO, a longtime mentor with ties to PwC and Eastman Kodak. Led global controllership for $2B multinational across 60 
countries in the Americas, Europe, Mid-East, Africa, and Asia. Named “fixer,” stabilizing and streamlining Finance Controllership 
operations in recently acquired enterprise that was not an area of focus under previous owners.  

Worked with CFO to spearhead finance transformation, preparing for scrutiny Cushman & Wakefield would see under publicly-traded 
entity ownership. Vetted partners for $10M change management project; crafted plan and evolved processes, policies, and financial 
controls. Led talent acquisition and development for new Controllership organizational vision. 

Led monthly close process, global consolidation of legal entities, technical accounting, internal controls/SOX 404 compliance, payroll, 
and quarterly reporting to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors and to Italy-based, public registrant, private equity parent 
company. Strengthened controllership across all functions, regions, and service lines, positioning Finance as strategic asset for 
executive team and business heads.  

• Analyzed cloud ERP options and supported rollout, securing improvements in accuracy and speed while mitigating business 
disruption. Leveraged momentum from implementation of SAP global consolidation system: Complex 12-month project 
calling on unprecedented enterprise collaboration. 

• Drove $101M Massey Knakal acquisition due diligence and other financial support. Enabled Cushman & Wakefield to expand 
its NYC capital markets portfolio, a crucial piece of its unique value proposition for its eventual buyer in mid-2015. 

• Delivered monthly closing within 5 days versus previous “undefined” monthly closing.  

• Adopted SOX 404 in US and Italian equivalent, instituting all related financial controls for publicly-traded Italy parent firm. 

• Orchestrated seamless onboarding of former Board member to Global CFO role after departure of incumbent. 

BIOGEN, INC. (formerly Biogen Idec), Cambridge, MA 2006 to 2008 

$10.5B multinational biotechnology firm formed 1978. Known for developing therapies for neurodegenerative and autoimmune disorders. 

Vice President of Finance & Global Corporate Controller 

Tapped for entrepreneurial role with wide latitude to define scope as CAO was also a new hire. Pursued opportunities to spark continuous 
process improvement in financial reporting. Partnered with heads of autonomous business lines, including US-wide, International, R&D, and 
Manufacturing. Aligned Finance with best practices, supported process maturity, and professionalized fast-growing enterprise.  

Owned full-scope global controllership: Monthly close, global consolidation, drug collaborations, technical accounting, SOX 404 
compliance, SEC reporting, payroll, reporting to Audit Committee, and management of PwC quarterly reviews and annual audit. 

• Raised accuracy in revenue recognition and issue identification, standardizing global controllership model across all regions. 

• Promoted to Global Corporate Controller in recognition of industry insight and championing better accounting and reporting. 

 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, NY  2001 to 2006 
Founded 1888, $1.8B Eastman Kodak is among the foremost names in corporate digital imaging technology and related business services. 

Global Assistant Corporate Controller 2003 to 2006 
Hand-picked by Chief Accounting Officer to optimize then-$8B market cap enterprise’s Finance with best-in-class processes during market 
shift to digital. Led global controllership activities, including monthly close, global consolidation, reporting, quarterly presentations to Audit 
Committee, management of quarterly reviews, and annual PwC audit. Chosen by Board to lead response to sensitive SEC investigation, 
managing regulatory relationships through inherited audit situation. Held central role in SOX 404 internal compliance roll-out. 

• Protected Kodak’s interests as strategist and Board representative heading interactions with Securities & Exchange 
Commission on SEC investigation. 

• Resolved SEC inquiry with $0 liability by demonstrating and defending the integrity of Kodak. 

• Helmed reporting of $1B rolling restructure of Kodak touching all operations for 3 years as it right-sized global footprint. 

• Represented Finance Organization for coordination with Corporate Communications and Investor Relations to ensure 
accurate, relevant external messaging. 

• Maximized cash flow and led revenue recognition as part of team developing several patent infringement agreements. 

• Offered role of Chief Accounting Officer and Global Corporate Controller prior to decision to join Biogen. 
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Director, External Reporting 2001 to 2003 
Recruited from PwC to equip US photography giant to navigate digital transformation challenges by optimizing its external reporting. Created 

efficient new process for filing SEC documents. Handled all SEC reporting (10-Q, 10-K, 8-K). 

 

Early Career Snapshot 

 

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, Boston, MA & Omaha, NE 1994 to 2001 
A Big 4 auditor founded 1998, this $35.9B multinational operates in 157 countries and serves more than 400 members of the Fortune 500. 

Senior Manager of Audit & Assurance, Other Roles 
Earned promotion through 3 roles, from Senior Accountant to Senior Manager of Audit & Assurance. Solidified accounting, assurance, 

and business advisory skills at industry-leading global firm. Laid foundation of vast professional network and discovered ability to team 

with investors, underwriters, counsel, and corporate on transformative change management projects. 

• Attached to some of the firm’s largest clients—$12B Tyco Electronics, $4B Avaya, and Iowa Beef Processors, among others. 

• Executed $120M public debt offering for Avery Weigh-Tronix, the UK’s top manufacturer of scales and weighing technology. 

• Led IPO for American Skiing Company yielding $266M and positioning client to grow its on-mountain real estate footprint. 

TONNESON & COMPANY, CPAs, PC, Wakefield, MA 1989 to 1994 
Entrepreneurial CPA and consulting firm providing local, national, and international accounting, tax, auditing, and strategic advisory services. 

Senior Accountant & Auditor 
Gained cross-functional insight across all areas of business in a close-knit matrix environment of 75 professionals. 

• Enacted end-to-end audits for small to mid-sized clients in a wide range of industries, including industrial manufacturing, 

technology, services, education, and wholesale distribution. 

• Enjoyed broad exposure to accounting, tax, and business advisory, strong preparation for later deep dive at PwC. 

 

 

Education 

BS, Business Administration, Accounting Focus – Merrimack College; North Andover, MA; 1989 


